Indigenous Perspectives
PhD and Masters degrees at Batchelor Institute

Looking to advance your studies and practice to a higher level?

We have a dedicated team to support you and here’s why the PhD and Masters of Indigenous Perspectives by Research might be for you:

- We will partner you with specialist supervisors in the fields of
  - Indigenous Education
  - Indigenous Languages
  - Indigenous Creative Arts

- We recognise Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Island Peoples’ knowledge, experiences and ways of working, embodied in our both-ways philosophy, bringing together Indigenous Australian as well as non-Indigenous Knowledge Systems

- As a PhD or Masters candidate, you will become part of our community of scholars, develop advanced research training skills and contribute to the production of high quality research and new knowledge

- You will be supported by experts in ethically based community collaboration and research, in remote delivery of education and other services, and alternative forms of research dissemination. Our size means we will tailor effective support for your research success

- You will benefit from our key relationships with national and international research institutions under our Indigenous Research Collaborations program

- We are committed to the national need for Indigenous research and researcher capacity building. Throughout your candidature you will build vital career research skills and experience.

Email us to start a conversation about your research journey!

www.batchelor.edu.au/research
Email us to talk about your research interest
dr@batchelor.edu.au
The PhD and Masters of Indigenous Perspectives by Research provides eligible Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander individuals with the opportunity to undertake advanced research training in or across the discipline areas of Education, Languages and Creative Arts.

3 steps to start your research journey

1. Visit our website
www.batchelor.edu.au/research/
Read more about our program and your eligibility, then contact us by emailing 
hdr@batchelor.edu.au

2. Start a conversation
We will put you in touch with a researcher in your discipline, and other staff in the research team, to talk through your research project ideas and how we can support you.

3. Apply for admission
This is the formal step, which requires information about you and your educational qualifications and the knowledge, experience and commitment you bring to your candidature. This will include your research proposal.

We look forward to hearing from you to discuss a higher degrees research journey with Batchelor Institute.